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ABSTRACT In the past decades, pedestrian detection has attracted more attention in many practical
applications. In this paper, a novel pedestrian detection method using Quaternion Gradient based Weber
Local Descriptor (QGWLD) is proposed. Unlike many other local pedestrian detectors that only extracted
features from the gray-scale image, which ignored the color information, a new powerful and robust local
pedestrian detector is developed, which integrates the advantages of both the color and texture information
and can be used to address the pedestrian detection problem well. As we know, the quaternion can entirely
characterize a color object well and the WLD feature consisting of the gradient orientation and differential
excitation has acquired a good performance for pedestrian detection. Therefore, combining theWLD feature
with the quaternion representation, the QGWLD pedestrian detector is presented. Firstly, the quaternion
gradient representation is performed on the color image in the sliding window, and then the Weber Local
Descriptor (WLD) is extracted over the quaternion gradient feature map. After that, the QGWLD histogram
is constructed to characterize the sliding window. Experimental results on INRIA and PennFudanPed
pedestrian databases validate the effectiveness of the proposed QGWLD pedestrian detector. Comparing
with the similar pedestrian detectors, the proposed QGWLD pedestrian detector performs better.

INDEX TERMS Pedestrian detection, quaternion gradient, Weber local descriptor, video surveillance.

I. INTRODUCTION
Pedestrian detection has attracted considerable attention
in many practical applications [1]–[4], such as advanced
robotics, automotive systems, visual surveillance, and human
activity understanding etc. However, detecting human in
images or videos has been proven to be a challenging task
because of the wide variability in appearance due to cloth-
ing, articulation, body shape, partial occlusion and illumina-
tion conditions, particularly in moving cameras or cluttered
backgrounds. The reliable pedestrian detection methods are
still far from being used in practical applications. There-
fore, a more discriminative and robust pedestrian detector is
expected to improve its performance.

With the last years, texture information plays an important
role in computer vision [46], [47]. Many pedestrian detection
algorithms based on texture feature extraction have been
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proposed and great progress has been achieved [5]–[8]. Exist-
ing feature extraction approaches can be roughly categorized
into data-driven features and hand-crafted features.

Recently, Deep Learning models (CNNs) have achieved
great success in object detection [9]–[14]. Naturally, they
have also been applied to pedestrian detection by using
the learned deep feature to improve the detection perfor-
mance [15]–[22], [37], [39]. While these pedestrian detection
methods using Deep Learning models have improved the
detecting accuracy, they demand more complex architectures
and higher computational costs, and also need special hard-
ware to run in reasonable time.

Based on hand-crafted features, many pedestrian detection
methods have been proposed, such as Haar features proposed
by Papageorgiou and Poggio [23], scale invariant feature
transform (SIFT) descriptor [24], edge templates [25], covari-
ance descriptor [26], Weber local descriptor (WLD) [27],
adaptive contour features [28] and histograms of oriented
gradients (HOG) [29]. In these feature extraction methods,
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the performance of the HOG feature for pedestrian detec-
tion has shown great advantage. Based on the HOG feature
framework, many HOG feature variants have been proposed
for pedestrian detection. The feature combination of the HOG
feature and optical flow feature by Dalal et al. was proposed
to characterize the pedestrian. Another HOG variant was the
combination of the HOG, Haar wavelets and optical flow fea-
ture byWojek et al.was proposed to represent the pedestrian.
AlsoWalk et al. proposed a feature representation combining
the HOG, HOF and CSS as the pedestrian features [30].
Another approach with the combination (HOG-LBP) of the
HOG and local binary pattern (LBP) feature was proposed
by Wang et al. for pedestrian detection [31], [32]. These
pedestrian detection methods based on hand-crafted features
have achieved competitive results with low computational
complexity.

In this paper, a hand-crafted feature based pedestrian
detection algorithm with low computational complexity is
explored. A novel and effective differential statistic feature
with color information is proposed to discover the discrim-
inative local feature patterns for pedestrian detection. The
proposed feature exhibits the advantages in computation effi-
ciency and discriminating power. The main contributions of
this work can be summarized into three aspects:
• A novel and robust local pedestrian detector is devel-
oped, which integrates the advantages of both the color
and texture information and can be used to address the
pedestrian detection problem well.

• A quaternion gradient representation is explored on the
color image, which can effectively characterize a color
pedestrian well.

• Comparing with the similar pedestrian detectors,
the proposed method achieves a good performance,
which is validated by extensive experiments on two
popular color pedestrian databases, i.e., INRIA and
PennFudanPed pedestrian database.

II. RELATED WORKS
There is a long history of research on pedestrian detection
with a vast literature. Before the emergence of Deep Learning
models, most state-of-the-art detection approaches based on
the hand-crafted features have been widely used to achieve a
good performance under a sliding window strategy [23]–[32].
In these approaches, most works have focus on designing
powerful feature representations. Among these pedestrian
detection methods, the HOG and its many variants have
gained a lot of success and popularity [29], [33]–[36]. How-
ever, these methods based on the HOG and its variants only
consider the gradient orientations. Different from the HOG
feature, theWeber local descriptor (WLD) method consisting
of the gradient orientation and differential excitation has
acquired better performance for pedestrian detection [27].

It is known that the original HOG method has shown
success for pedestrian detection in gray image. And in most
pedestrian detection approaches based on hand-crafted fea-
tures, the features have been extracted from the gray-scale

image, which ignore the color information. However,
the color information is very important for pedestrian detec-
tion in color image. To consider the color information,
some pedestrian detection methods based on color features
have been proposed, such as color histograms [38], color
self-similarity (CSS) [30], and combining the HOG feature
with color information feature (CHOG) [32]. But in these
methods, the extracting features are only from each separate
color channel. The separate gradients for each channel are
calculated and the one with the largest norm is taken as the
pixel’s gradient vector. However, if the features are extracted
from the each color channel respectively or just to gray
image, the relations between each color channel component
are ignored [29]. As we know, it is very important for this
relation information to represent a color image.

A preliminary version of this article has appeared in [48],
in which the quaternion gradient orientation of a color pixel
was defined and used to construct the QHOG descriptor.
Similar to the HOGmethod [29], the gradient orientation was
only considered in the QHOG approach.

Inspired by the quaternionic representation of a color pixel
in a holistic way and the success of the WLD feature for
pedestrian detection, in this paper, a very powerful and robust
local pedestrian detector is presented, which integrates the
advantages of both the WLD feature and quaternion gradient
representation of color information and can be used to address
the pedestrian detection problem well. More specifically, in
the proposed method, the quaternion gradient is firstly uti-
lized to represent the color image. Then the WLD feature is
computed based on the quaternion gradient map. Here, this
pedestrian detector is called as ‘‘Quaternion Gradient based
Weber Local Descriptor’’ (QGWLD). Experimental results
show that the histogram of QGWLD can be used as a proper
color pedestrian detector.

III. PROPOSED APPROACH
In pedestrian detection, the robust feature representation
strongly influences the pedestrian detecting performance.
In this section, the proposed method: Quaternion Gradients
based Weber Local Descriptor is presented. The objective of
this work is to develop an effective and efficient detector for
color pedestrian detection.

A. QUATERNION GRADIENTS OF COLOR IMAGE
For color pedestrian detection, how to characterize a pedes-
trian object well in a color image is a key problem. As we
know, the holistic analysis of all color components can better
represent the color information, as compared to separate anal-
ysis of color components. Fortunately, the quaternion repre-
sentation of a color pixel has been obtained good performance
in color image processing [42].

The quaternion is a four-dimensional complex number
with one real part and three imaginary parts, which was
introduced byHamilton [40]. It can be represented as follows:

q = a+ ib+ jc+ kd (1)
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here a, b, c and d are real numbers, i, j and k are complex
operators, and they satisfy:

i2 = j2 = k2 = ijk = −1

ij = −ji = k

jk = −kj = i

ki = −ik = j

In this complex form, a denotes the real part, and ib+ jc+kd
denotes the imaginary part. Here, S(q) and V (q) are used to
represent the real part and imaginary part, respectively, then
the quaternion can be rewritten as:

q = S(q)+ V (q) (2)

Like the two-dimensional complex number, any quaternion
can also be represented in polar form:

q = |q| eµθ = |q| (cos θ + µ sin θ ) (3)

here µ is a unit pure quaternion, and 0 ≤ θ ≤ π , which can
be obtained by:

µ =
V (q)
|V (q)|

(4)

θ = arctan
(
V (q)
S(q)

)
(5)

The quaternion can be effectively used in processing
color image in spatial and complex domains [42]. The
three-component imaginary part of the quaternion allows for
processing the color as one unit. In the RGB model, a color
pixel can be represented in the quaternion space as:

q = a+ ir + jg+ kb (6)

here r , g, and b are denoted as red, green, and blue com-
ponents of the color pixel respectively, i, j and k are pure
quaternion units, and the real part of the quaternion can be
set as the grayscale pixel: a = (r + g+ b)/3 or considered as
a = 0.

Many gradient operators based on the grayscale image
have been proposed, which can process the gray value. When
processing the color image, these gradient operators can be
used by operating separately each color component. And
the component-wise edge detection in color image can be
obtained. It is clear that not all edges can be found by sep-
arately processing the color components by a single gradient.

For effectively processing the color image, the quaternion
gradient operator was introduced by Grigoryan etc. [42]. The
windowed convolution of the color image with a quaternion
mask was defined as:

Hn,m = (He)n,m + (i(Hi)n,m + j(Hj)n,m + k(Hk )n,m) (7)

with the right-side multiplication as

QGn,m=qn,m ∗ Hn,m=
L1∑

n1=−L1

L2∑
m1=−L2

qn−n1,m−m1Hn1,m1 (8)

where (2L1 + 1)(2L2 + 1) be the size of the mask.

When the quaternion components are equal, that is,
the convolution mask can be represented as:

Hn,m = (1+ (i+ j+ k))(He)n,m (9)

and the real mask He is defined as the gradient operator Gx
and Gy in the X and Y directions, respectively. Thus, two
quaternion gradient operators are considered:

Hx = (1+(i+j+k))Gx and Hy = (1+(i+j+k))Gy (10)

Based on the two operators, the quaternion gradient of the
color image can be represented by the gradients of the X and
Y directions, that is:

QGx = q ∗ Hx and QGy = q ∗ Hy (11)

B. QUATERNION GRADIENTS BASED WEBER LOCAL
DESCRIPTOR
Weber local descriptor (WLD) proposed by Chen et al.
has obtained promising performance in texture recognition,
human face detection and pedestrian detection [41], [27]. The
original WLD feature is extracted from just gray image. If the
pedestrian detection is in a color image, it obviously ignored
the color information. In order to effectively characterize a
color image, the quaternion gradient is presented in subsec-
tion III.A. In this subsection, the quaternion gradient based
Weber local descriptor is proposed, which is used to detect
pedestrian in a color image.

1) OVERVIEW OF WLD
WLD is based on the Weber’s Law which is a psychologi-
cal law [41]. The law reveals the universal influence of the
background stimulus I on human’s sensitivity to the intensity
increment1I and claims that the so-calledWeber’s fraction is
a constant which is known as Weber’s Law. Therefore, WLD
consists of two components, one is differential excitation (ξ )
and the other is orientation (θ ).
Differential excitation ξ (xc) of a current pixel xc is com-

puted by the pixel and its neighbor pixels. According to [41],
it is a function of the ratio between the relative intensity
differences of the current pixel against its neighbors and the
intensity of the current pixel. The relative intensity difference
of the current pixel against its neighbors is calculated using a
filter:

v00s =
p−1∑
i=0

(1xi) =
p−1∑
i=0

(xi − xc) (12)

where xi (i = 0, 1, 2, · · · , p− 1) represents the i-th neighbor
of xc and p is the number of the neighbor pixels (here, 3× 3
square neighborhood is considered). Therefore, the differen-
tial excitation of the current pixel ξ (xc) is computed as:

ξ (xc) = arctan
[
v00s
xc

]
= arctan

p−1∑
i=0

(
xi − xc
xc

) (13)
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The orientation is the gradient orientation of the pixel, which
is computed as:

θ (xc) = arctan
(
v11s
v10s

)
(14)

where v11s and v10s are respectively calculated as:

v11s = x5 − x1, and v10s = x7 − x3 (15)

After calculating the gradient orientation θ (xc) and differ-
ential excitation ξ (xc) of each pixel xc, the 2D histogram is
obtained by:

WLD2D(r, t) =
M−1∑
i=0

N−1∑
j=0

δ(ξ (xi,j), r)δ(θ (xi,j), t) (16)

with

δ(x, y) =

{
1, x = y
0, otherwise

where M × N denotes the image size, xi,j is the pixel on
location (i, j) in the image, r = 0, 1, · · · ,R − 1, t =
0, 1, · · · ,T − 1, T is the dominant gradient orientation and
R denotes the number of the differential excitation bins. The
2D WLD histogram is constructed as illustrated in Fig. 1.

FIGURE 1. Illustration of the construction of the 2D WLD histogram.

2) PROPOSED QGWLD DETECTOR
It is known that the original HOG method has shown
great success for pedestrian detection in gray image. If the
pedestrian detection is in a color image, the separate gra-
dients for each channel are calculated and the one with the

largest norm is taken as the pixel’s gradient vector. However,
if the HOG feature is extracted from the each color channel
respectively or just gray image, the relations between each
color channel component are ignored [29]. In this section, the
quaternion number is utilized to represent each color pixel,
then a quaternionic representation map can be obtained, and
then based on the map, the quaternion gradients (QGx and
QGy) of the color image described in section III.A can be
computed. After this, the magnitude map of their real part is
calculated as:

QG = |re(QGx)| + |re(QGy)| (17)

Then, the two components of WLD, that is, differential
excitation (ξ ) and orientation (θ ) for each pixel are extracted
from the magnitude map QG. Here, the WLD feature com-
puted from the quaternion gradient map QG is called as
QGWLD feature. As the above mentioned, the 2D QGWLD
histogram can be calculated as follows:

QGWLD2D(r, t) =
M−1∑
i=0

N−1∑
j=0

δ(ξ (QGi,j), r)δ(θ (QGi,j), t)

(18)

In order to reduce the complexity of the pedestrian detector,
the 2D QGWLD2D histogram was simply encoded into a
1D QGWLD1D histogram for pedestrian detection, which
is similar as mentioned in the WLD method proposed by
Chen et al. [41]. The encoding process is illustrated in Fig. 2,
in which given the 2D QGWLD2D histogram, each row
is extracted as a 1D sub-histogram SHr (r = 0, 1, . . . ,
R − 1). The sub-histogram SHr represents the differential
excitation segment with the similar differential excitation
values. Finally, the all R sub-histograms are concatenated and
then constructed the 1D QGWLD1D pedestrian detector. The
extracted feature integrates the advantages of both the WLD
feature and quaternionic representation, which can be used to
address the color pedestrian detection problem.

FIGURE 2. Illustration of the QGWLD pedestrian detector for a given color
image.

In theWLDmethod [41], it was suggested that the differen-
tial excitation bins R was set as R = 6, which approximately
simulate the variances of low, middle or high frequency.
As we all known, the variant regions with high frequency
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TABLE 1. Weights for a QGWLD histogram.

are usually paid more attention than the flat regions with
low frequency in a given image. For a pixel xi,j, the dif-
ferential excitation value ξ (xi,j) can be obtained by using
Equation (13). And the authors in [16] thought that if ξ (xi,j) ∈
ξ0 or ξ5, the variance near xi,j is of high frequency; if ξ (xi,j) ∈
ξ1 or ξ4, it is of middle frequency; if ξ (xi,j) ∈ ξ2 or ξ3,
it is of low frequency. According to the different weights
for the different differential excitation computed from the
texture classification, they have gained a better performance
for texture classification. And also, they have validated the
effectiveness of the weights for face detection. The weights
provided by Chen et al. [41] are shown in Table 1. In our
experiments, the same weights in the Table 1 were used for
pedestrian detection. Fig. 3 shows the comparison results
of pedestrian detection between the QGWLD with weights
(QGWLD − W ) and without weights (QGWLD) on two
datasets. From the experimental results, it can be concluded
that the QGWLD − W performs better. In the following
experiments, the QGWLD − W is used as the pedestrian
detector and for simple representation, the QGWLD term is
adopted to substitute for theQGWLD−W . The main parts of
processing the color image are shown in the block-diagram
of Fig. 4. The color image is considered in the RGB model.

In the popular HOG method for pedestrian detection [29],
the pedestrian detecting window was divided into small cells
and the local HOG histogram was extracted from each cell.
And then the all HOG histograms from the cells in the
detectingwindow are concatenated. Finally the concatenating
HOG histogram was used to characterize the current window.
Inspired by the HOG method [29], the same way is also
adopted to construct the QGWLD histogram to character-
ize the detecting window for pedestrian detection. Similar
to [29], the contrast-normalization is utilized to alleviate
the effectiveness of the illumination, shadowing etc. In the
contrast-normalization process, a block (2×2 cells) is used to
compute theQGWLD histogram and the histogram results are
used to normalize all of the cells in the block. In the detecting
window, the blocks are extracted in a scanning fashion, which
typically overlap by one or more cells. Finally, the proposed
pedestrian detector is formed by concatenating all blocks to
characterize the detecting window.

IV. SIMILARITY MEASUREMENT
Many similarity measurement methods based on histogram
matching have been presented. In the previous pedestrian
detection methods, the Non-linear kernels classifiers, such as
AdaBoost [43] or MPLBoost classifier [36] were proposed
which have shown some good performance for pedestrian

FIGURE 3. The comparison results between the QGWLD-W detector (with
weight) and QGWLD detector (without weight) on two database.

FIGURE 4. The block-diagram of color image pedestrian detection.

detection. However, these classifiers usually required more
time for classifying a pedestrian example, which was
intractable in practice. Analyzing the similarity measure-
ment methods for pedestrian detection, the Support Vector
Machine (SVM) approach has been proven to be a popular
choice in real-time condition because of the logarithmic com-
puting time or the approximate constant time [44].
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In this paper, the purpose of this work is to vali-
date the effectiveness of the proposed detector compar-
ing with the similar detectors. Therefore, the similarity
measurement is chosen as the same one of the similar
detectors [27], [29], [31]. Similar to [27], [29], [31], the lin-
ear SVM classifier is adopted in all of the comparing
experiments.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, in order to validate the effectiveness of
the proposed QGWLD detector for pedestrian detection,
two groups of experiments are conducted. The experiments
are performed on two popular color pedestrian Benchmark
database, that is, INRIA database [29] and PennFudanPed
database [45]. The comparative experiments are conducted
with the similar pedestrian detectors based on hand-crafted
extracting feature, that is, the MWLD [27], HOG [29] and
HOG-LBP pedestrian detector [31].

A. DATABASE PREPARATION
The INRIA pedestrian database introduced in [29] is a color
pedestrian database and has a wide variety of variable appear-
ance, illumination changes, articulated poses and complex
backgrounds, which show that it is very difficult for pedes-
trian detection. In INRIA pedestrian database, the standard
sample size for training and testing is 128×64 pixels. Similar
to [45], the training set consists of 1237 positive samples and
3891 negative samples, which are obtained from the training
set of INRIA database. The first test set used for experiments
contains 589 positive samples and 453 negative images which
are all from the test set of INRIA database. The second test set
has 423 positive images, which are constructed from the Pen-
nFudanPed dataset, and 453 negative samples are the same
as the first test set, which from the test set of INRIA dataset.
To maintain consistency with the standard sample in INRIA
database, the 423 positive images from the PennFudanPed
dataset are also resized as 128 × 64 pixels. Table 2 summa-
rizes the specifications of both training and test sets. Some
sample images are shown in Fig. 5. In the pedestrian detection
process, the test images are scanned using a sliding detection
window of size 128 × 64 pixels. The detection window is
shifted 8 pixels across the image.

TABLE 2. Specifications of training and test sets.

B. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON INRIA DATABASE
In this experiment, the Detection Error Tradeoff (DET) curve
was used to report the experimental result, that is, miss rate
( FalseNeg
TruePos+FalseNeg ) versus false positives per window (FPPW)

FIGURE 5. Sample images for experiments.

FIGURE 6. The experimental comparison between the proposed QGWLD
pedestrian detector with the WLD detector on INRIA database.

is utilized to characterize the results on per-window clas-
sification accuracy. As mentioned in the previous pedes-
trian detection method [27], in our experiment, the image
scanning window is also divided into small cells, for each
cell, the QGWLD histogram is calculated. Then for all cells
in the window, the QGWLD histograms are obtained and
then concatenated into a histogram to describe the current
window. Similar to [27], the cell size with 16 × 16 pix-
els is also adopted. The proposed detector is integrated the
advantages of both the quaternion representation of a color
image and the WLD feature. Comparing to the WLD feature
which is extracted from the gray-scale image, the QGWLD
feature which is extracted from the color image performs
better. Fig. 6 shows their comparison result. Also, an exten-
sive experiment comparing the proposed QGWLD pedestrian
detector with the MWLD pedestrian detector [27], the HOG
pedestrian detector [29] and the HOG-LBP pedestrian detec-
tor [31] is carried. Fig. 7 shows the experimental results with
the other pedestrian detection methods which are similar to
the proposed QGWLD method. From this figure, it can be
seen that the proposed QGWLD method performs better than
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FIGURE 7. The experimental comparison between the proposed QGWLD
pedestrian detector with the other similar pedestrian detectors on INRIA
database.

the other similar pedestrian detection methods. In quanti-
tative analysis, comparing to the HOG pedestrian detector,
the detection rate is improved by 21.83% at FPPW =10−4.
Also comparing to the similar detector, MWLD pedestrian
detector [27], an improvement of 6% at FPPW =10−4 is
obtained using the proposed QGWLD pedestrian detector.

FIGURE 8. The experimental comparison between the QGWLD detector
with the WLD detector on PennFudanPed database.

C. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON PENNFUDANPED
DATABASE
In this work, the training and testing datasets are the same
as the experimental set in [45]. Fig. 8 shows that the
QGWLD pedestrian detector also performs better than the
WLD detector. Also, Fig. 9 shows the performance compar-
ison between the proposed QGWLD pedestrian detector and

FIGURE 9. The experimental comparison between the QGWLD detector
with the other detectors on PennFudanPed database.

the MWLD detector [27], HOG detector [29] and HOG-LBP
detector [31] on PennFudanPed database. From this fig-
ure, one can also conclude that the proposed QGWLD
pedestrian detector still outperforms the MWLD, HOG and
HOG-LBP methods. In quantitative analysis, the QGWLD
pedestrian detector achieves a detection rate of 90.67% at
FPR =0.05 on the testing set, while the HOG method,
the HOG-LBP method and the MWLD method achieved
73.42%, 83.05% and 85.77% respectively. That is, the pro-
posed QGWLD detector for pedestrian detection obtains
17.25%, 7.62% and 4.9% improvements in the detec-
tion rate over the HOG, HOG-LBP and MWLD method
respectively.

D. RUNTIME COMPARISON
An extra experiment is conducted to compare the execution
time of the proposed QGWLD pedestrian detection approach
with other methods on the INRIA dataset. All the experiments
are implemented with Intel Core i7 CPU at 3.5GHz and
NVIDIA Titan GPU. Since some methods depend heavily on
hardware configuration and program working environment,
it is very hard to compare their computational complexity
objectively. Here, the speed performance is compared among
these pedestrian detection methods in terms of average com-
putation time per one image in the test process. Table 3 shows
the comparative results of their performance including the
execution time, log-average miss rates and hardware spec-
ification. From Table 3, it can be seen that the detecting
performance of the proposed approach is slightly inferior to
other methods, but their gap is acceptable. However, the exec-
utive time of the proposed QGWLD pedestrian detection
approach is rather competitive and it also does not need the
support of the extra GPU hardware. Therefore, the proposed
approach can be used in fast real-time pedestrian detecting
applications.
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TABLE 3. Comparison of log-average miss rate [%] and average
computation time [ms].

VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, an effective and efficient feature descriptor
for pedestrian detection in a color image is proposed, which
integrates the advantages of both the color and texture infor-
mation. Inspired by the literature that the quaternion rep-
resentation of all color components to characterize a color
image in a holistic way and the great success of the WLD
feature for pedestrian detection, a quaternion gradient based
Weber local descriptor (QGWLD) is constructed for pedes-
trian detection in a color image. Two groups of experiments
are conducted on two popular color pedestrian database,
that is, INRIA database and PennFudanPed database respec-
tively. Experimental results validate the effectiveness of the
proposed QGWLD pedestrian detector. Comparing with the
similar pedestrian detectors, the proposed QGWLD detector
performs better.

How to extract effective and efficient features for real-
time pedestrian detection under real-world conditions is still
a challenging topic. In the proposed QGWLD approach,
the executive time is rather competitive and it also does not
need the support of the extra GPU hardware, which is suitable
for the real-time pedestrian detecting applications. However,
comparing to other pedestrian detection methods based on
Deep Learning models (CNNs), the detecting performance of
the proposed QGWLD approach is slightly inferior. In future,
more study should be explored for the effective feature
extracting method for pedestrian detection under real-time
and real-world conditions. The tradeoff between the real-time
detection and accuracy should be explored, e.g. the combin-
ing methods between the effective handcrafted features and
the CNN features. Also, in this paper, the RGB color space is
only considered for comparing experiments. More study will
be explored in other color spaces, such as HSV, HIS, Lab, etc.
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